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The More the Merrier
By Bill Leebens | Issue 25

Neither rain nor snow nor CES crud nor car crashes stays these Copper couriers from the
swift completion of their deadlines….
Let’s just say 2017 started with a bang. Literally.
NONETHELESS!—here we are. Copper #25 opens with yet another new feature, Industry
News. I tend to think that the business aspects of the audio industry are every bit as
interesting as the technical bits; I guess we’ll see if readers agree. Dan Schwartz writes about
rising star Courtney Hartman; Professor Schenbeck continues his series on musical
elements with Melody; Richard Murison writes about the hard journey to hard drives;
Duncan Taylor brings a live performance from Jaden Carlson; our friend Jan Montana is
back with a tale of those times when Memorex beats live; Jim Smith writes about why vinyl
playback is rarely all that it could be; I take a look back at CES and why Quad ESLs will live
forever. We wrap with another reader system, and an image from Publisher Paul McGowan.
Let’s hope the next few weeks are less trying—and we’ll be back with our friend WL
Woodward and (after a few delays) the wrap-up on our DIY Phono Stage!
Cheers, Leebs.
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CEO Leaves McIntosh Group; Sprint Buys
Shares in Tidal
By Bill Leebens | Issue 25

Every issue, we will present major news of the audio industry as we learn of it. Aside from
expository text required to make sense of the press-releases, we will refrain from editorial
comment. —Ed.
[In its 70 year history, McIntosh Laboratory has had a number of owners. The company was
bought by the Japanese car audio maker Clarion in 1980, and was sold to D&M
Holdings—which also owned Denon and Marantz, among several other audio companies— in
2003. The Fine Sounds Group was formed in 2007 when Italian capital group Quadrivio SGR
bought Sonus Faber; Mauro Grange came on as CEO of Sonus Faber in 2009, the same year
the group bought Audio Research. Subsequently, Fine Sounds purchased the
importer/distributor Sumiko in 2010; Wadia in 2011; and McIntosh in 2012. Fine Sounds also
owned an Asian distribution company, Fine Sounds Asia, and started a luxury headphone
brand, Pryma. In 2014, Grange and McIntosh Laboratory President Charlie Randall led a
buyout of Fine Sounds in partnership with two capital groups, and in 2016, the group was
renamed McIntosh Group. Complicated, eh? —Ed.]
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McIntosh Group
CEO Mauro Grange stepping down after 8 years at the
helm of the Group. Charles Randall, CEO of McIntosh
Laboratory Inc. to step in.
New York, USA – January 23, 2017: After successfully leading Fine Sounds Group, renamed
McIntosh Group in 2016 for almost a decade, Mauro Grange will be stepping down from his
position as CEO, effective December 31, 2016, as planned at the time of the Management
Buyout supported by financial sponsors LBO France and Yarpa.
During Mr. Grange’s tenure, the Group developed into one of the leading players in the High
End Audio industry.
“We thank Mauro for his service for the last 8 years. He built McIntosh Group into a worldclass leader and has prepared the organization for the future challenges, as the widely
appreciated new Lifestyle products and the strategic entrance in the Premium car audio sector
demonstrate” said Robert Daussun, President of LBO France. “Mauro is leaving us in a strong
position to move towards our goal of consolidating our leadership position in the core audio
market and continue our momentum in new sectors, including Lifestyle products and Premium
car audio,” added Luca Paveri Fontana, Yarpa’s Executive Vice Chairman.
“It has been an incredible privilege and personally gratifying for me to have led Fine Sounds
Group first and McIntosh Group later for the last 8 years and to have worked side by side with
brilliant colleagues whom I now call friends. I’ve been surrounded by an incredible team, many
of whom have been at the organization even longer than me. I’m confident that with this team
in place the future goals will be achieved,” said Mr. Grange.
Mr. Grange will remain Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Group for a period of time to
ensure a smooth transition for his successor and will maintain its equity position in the Group’s
holding Company. Charles Randall, CEO of McIntosh Laboratory Inc. will step in.
Randall while holding the position of COO of the Group for the last 5 years, and his 30 years of
experience with McIntosh Laboratory Inc. will continue the mission of the Group as CEO to be
the premier collection of brands in the consumer electronics industry.
####
Mon, 23 Jan 2017 08:00:00 EST
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Sprint Acquires 33 Percent of TIDAL and Creates GameChanging Partnership
TIDAL and its artists to deliver exclusive content to help Sprint acquire new customers, reward
current customers
Sprint will make TIDAL available to its 45 million post and prepaid customers
Sprint CEO Marcelo Claure to join TIDAL Board of Directors
NEW YORK and OVERLAND PARK, Kan. – Jan. 23, 2017 – Global music and entertainment
platform TIDAL and Sprint (NYSE: S) announced today an unprecedented partnership that will
soon give Sprint’s 45 million retail customers unlimited access to exclusive artist content not
available anywhere else.
TIDAL and its artists will make exclusive content that will only be available to current and new
Sprint customers.
As part of the partnership, Sprint will acquire 33 percent of TIDAL. JAY Z and the artist-owners
will continue to run TIDAL’s artist-centric service as it pioneers and grows the direct
relationship between artists and fans. The formidable pairing of Sprint and TIDAL will grow
customers on both platforms by offering exclusive access for customers who subscribe to
TIDAL. Sprint’s chief executive officer, Marcelo Claure, will also join TIDAL’s Board of
Directors.
“Sprint shares our view of revolutionizing the creative industry to allow artists to connect
directly with their fans and reach their fullest, shared potential,” said JAY Z. “Marcelo
understood our goal right away and together we are excited to bring Sprint’s 45 million
customers an unmatched entertainment experience.”
TIDAL is a global, experiential, entertainment platform built for fans, directly from artists
around the world. Members of TIDAL enjoy unmatched exclusively curated content that
directly connect artists with their fans in multiple ways. TIDAL is available in more than 52
countries, with a more than 42.5 million song catalog and 140,000 high-quality videos.
The innovative TIDAL platform, combined with Sprint’s award-winning reliable network and
best value for unlimited data, talk and text, will deliver a first-of-its-kind experience for music
fans.
“Jay saw not only a business need, but a cultural one, and put his heart and grit into building
TIDAL into a world-class music streaming platform that is unrivaled in quality and content,”
said Claure. “The passion and dedication that these artist-owners bring to fans will enable
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Sprint to offer new and existing customers access to exclusive content and entertainment
experiences in a way no other service can.”
More news on exclusive offers and upcoming promotions from Sprint and TIDAL will be
unveiled soon.
Sprint’s dedication to its customers and to artists is at the heart of the partnership. Part of that
effort will include the establishment of a dedicated marketing fund specifically for artists. The
fund will allow artists the flexibility to create and share their work with and for their fans.
The Sprint-TIDAL partnership comes on the heels of TIDAL’s recent announcement revealing
the availability of “Master” quality recordings. A wide variety of content from labels and artists,
including Warner Music Group’s world-renowned music catalogue, is now available in Master
audio across all of TIDAL’s available markets worldwide.
####
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Leaving Las Vegas
By Bill Leebens | Issue 25

Here’s Leebens’ Law of Life: Things Change.
Period. THAT’S IT. You either adapt to the situation, or you violently oppose it. Either one can
be difficult.
When the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) started the show that became CES fifty (!)
years ago, home entertainment products were the focus of the show. Back then, that pretty
much meant televisions and hi-fi: hard as it may be to imagine, there were no video recorders,
no computers, no big screens/flat screens/projectors. There also was very little trade-news,
certainly no instantaneous updates online. Most communications between manufacturers and
their reps or dealers occurred by letter. Y’know, “Snail mail”? That thing?
In today’s environment of worldwide instantaneous communication at minimal or no cost, it’s
difficult to recall the times when there was not only a category known as “long distance” phone
calls, but that such calls were considered prohibitively expensive for all but emergency
communications. A phone call late at night often meant that someone had died.
Let’s look at CES now: CEA has changed its name to the Consumer Technology Association
(CTA), reflecting the organization’s broadened scope, and that of the show. During its lifespan
the show has gone from the “Consumer Electronics Show” to “International CES” to simply
“CES”. At this point those initials are highly-recognizable, but meaningless—which allows the
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show to be whatever CTA wants it to be.
Over the last few years, more and more space on the floor of the main convention center (AKA
“The Zoo”) has been filled by cars, drones, connected appliances…all the cool things that
friends and family see on TV and ask about when they learn I’m going to or returning from
CES. The show now averages close to 170,000 attendees from all over the world. It’s one of the
largest trade shows in the world, and one of the best-known.
That’s all great. BUT: is it still our show? Is it the place where audio manufacturers show their
new products in hopes of attracting new dealers, new distributors, and gaining major media
exposure?
I would flatly say no, no, and no. Thanks to the internet, email, Skype, and other such tools,
business communication is far better than it used to be. Decades ago, CES was often seen as a
new company’s one shot during the year to attract new outlets, get orders, and get press
exposure. Many now-familiar audio companies got their big start back in the ’70’s and ’80’s by
appearing at CES and going home with a couple dozen dealers and orders for a few hundred
units. These days, before a company appears at CES, they’ve already done considerable market
development, and usually have decent backing and presence. It pretty much has to be that way:
the show is just too expensive, too daunting, for most newbies. Especially for small audio
companies. Worldwide, Munich has replaced CES as the main prospecting ground.
Keep in mind, too, where the “High-Performance Audio” (CTA term) exhibits are: nowhere near
the main convention center, where all the mainstream media are. Our guys are essentially in an
attic, the top floors of the Venetian tower. In order to get there, you have to go through the
casino, wind your way into the elevator lines, and…
So, aside from some headphone exhibitors in The Zoo and the small outpost for Hi-Res audio
which CTA oddly located on the main convention center (and not with other audio exhibits),
you won’t see mainstream media coverage of audio products. They just don’t get up to the top
of the Venetian.
And if they did get up there, what would they find? Back several years ago in my ad-sales days,
I had to try to hit every single audio exhibitor at CES and the off-site exhibits at THE Show and
the Mirage (or as CEA called them, “parasitic bloodsuckers”). The total number of audio exhibit
rooms was close to 400. Two years ago, there were about 200; last year, about 160. This year?
Well, here are some notes I compiled about this year’s show: Traditionally, high-end audio
exhibitors have been on Venetian tower floors 29-31, with a few big suites on 34 and 35.
Floor 29 had 72 of 89 rooms filled, and 8 of the 72 were non-audio exhibitors (software, etc.).
Total on 29: 64 audio exhibit rooms.
Floor 30 had 80 of 88 rooms filled—32 of the 80 were non-audio exhibitors including AARP (!),
Simmons bedding (!!), Conde Nast publishing, a couple robotics companies, and a bunch
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of electronic component vendors. Total on 30: 48 audio exhibit rooms.
Floor 31 had no audio exhibitors other than a couple of DSP OEMs. 0 audio exhibit rooms.
Floor 34 had nothing. 0 audio exhibit rooms.
Floor 35 had McIntosh, YG, Astell & Kern, and 2 rooms of Lamm. Other exhibitors include
Chamberlain garage door openers (!!!). Total on 35: 5 audio exhibit rooms.
That’s a total of 117 audio exhibit rooms, less than most regional shows. Keep in mind, also,
that quite a few larger exhibitors had multiple rooms—distributor Audio Plus had 6, for
example—
so the number of exhibitors is even less than that number.
A lot of familiar brands were missing this year, having been disappointed by the turn-out over
the past few years. Based on comments heard at the show and since, next year’s outlook is
even gloomier. Several companies that had multiple rooms this year said they wouldn’t be
back. The ROI just isn’t there, and with the hassle, aggravation, nightmares of logistics and
cost of Vegas during the show, and the very high likelihood of ending up sick….
Don’t get me wrong: I have a very strong sentimental attachment to CES, and have great
memories of shows, going back decades. It would perhaps be naive to assume that the show
would continue to work miracles for the audio community, given the changes in communication
and the way we do business now. I know that in spite of the generally-empty hallways atop the
Venetian, there are companies that always do well at the show, and will continue to come back,
year after year.
Having said all that, many in our biz are frustrated by years of neglect by CTA and by CES. We
know that ours is a specialist biz, likely less than 1/2 of 1% of the nearly $300B annual
consumer electronics business in the US. But audio folks pay as much as anyone else, and
infiltrating their space with off-the-wall unrelated businesses like mattresses and AARP just
shows a lack of concern or support for our sector.
Finally: lest you think I’m Jeremiah, a single voice in the wilderness…well, take a look at these
show reports from last year and this year:
Soundstage: The Funeral that was CES 2016 (our boy Ken Kessler);
Soundstage: The Graveyard that was CES 2017;
Stereophile: CES 2017 Shrink Wrap.
I was asked by several folks, “how long do you think CTA will let this go on?”—meaning, the
declining presence of audio manufacturers. I answered, “they’ve already shown that they’ll
continue to sell space to anyone they can, whether or not it’s of benefit to us.”
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Cynical or not, that’s how I see it.
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Courtney Hartman and the Mysterious
Ghost
By Dan Schwartz | Issue 25

In October, I appeared at a 3-day event called the Fretboard Summit, on a southern California
golf course, along with Rick Turner and Jack Casady. Rick has been one of my best friends for
about 40 years; Jack is a friend, but of course, and more to the point, he’s one of the most
important, and in my opinion, the absolute best, of electric bassists. Our talk was ostensibly to
be an overview of the steps that had led us to where we were, but the two-hour talk was barely
enough to just feature Jack.
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Eric Schoenberg with Courtney Hartman (that’s me, next to Eric). Photo by Fretboard Journal.

The whole event was so guitar-centric that I didn’t really know what I was doing there. Once
“our” talk ended, I wandered around kind of aimlessly, thinking about how I would pass the
next two days; Jack left immediately. And that’s how I came to wander into the lecture hall
after dinner on the first night and stumbled upon a revelation: Courtney Hartman. A lone
young woman under the spotlight, with a guitar: no big deal, right? But she was a huge deal,
and it’s here that my failings as a writer are going to get the better of me. I’m about to attempt
to communicate in words what has to be witnessed to really get.
Jack Casady, when I interviewed him in 1993, talked about the “Mysterious Ghost” that arises
around people when they play together just right. This woman has the spectral being residing
right where she does. If there’s such a thing as a spirit of music, she has it in spades.
(Naturally, I’m skeptical that such a romantic notion exists — until I’m confronted by it, once
again. I’m pretty sure when I was her age, though I was on my way to understanding, I still had
no clue it really existed. It took some years and Ali Akbar Khan to make that real.)
We can talk about her effortless technique, but that’s really beside the point. I can’t say if there
are more facile players because everything I’ve witnessed her do, flows from her easy and
naturally. Sure, she’s unusual in that she generally flat-picks where most other people would
finger-pick. And she really works up a head of steam when she gets going. But that’s not the
thing that grabs me—it’s the sheer musicality flowing from her.
As flowery as it sounds, imagine you’re sitting still, in any environment you like. A note is
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struck, and you fall into a chasm and then rise up with the notes. That’s what happened to me
with Khansahib at times; it’s what happened when I saw the Allmans in ’71; it happened
frequently with the Grateful Dead in those years. And, it happens every time I hear this young
woman play. Even on the noisy and crowded floor of the NAMM show, a week or so ago .
There is a younger crop of acoustic players that are well known; Nickel Creek are the most
obvious example. She’s a member of the nouveau acoustic band Della Mae, who are starting to
be well known. But… there’s something else going on with her, and it’s something that, so far
at least, I think may only arise around her, in Casady’s phrase, when she’s playing by herself.
It was a Friday night when I first saw her. On Saturday, I met guitar-builder Dana Bourgeois by
chance and got the story on who Courtney was and where she’s from. Originally from Colorado,
she now lives in Brooklyn. Dana met her at the IBMA conference around 10 years ago, when,
after a pretty fierce jam by a group of highly respected players in his display booth, Courtney
(then about 17 and with her family band) wandered into his booth and asked to see a guitar.
Dana continued on with what he was doing, but her playing kept demanding his attention.
They met again at the IBMA conference a couple years later when Della Mae, which she had
just joined, did an impromptu set a couple booths away and she asked to borrow a guitar. The
guitars there were all already sold, and Dana’s first reaction was to say no—but then he
recognized her and immediately “pivoted”. From there a nice friendship blossomed.
Late on Saturday night at the Summit, I was playing my fretless by myself, and Dana tried to
bring Courtney over to do a little playing. But it didn’t seem like the moment to me. Instead,
guitarist and dealer Eric Schoenberg began playing a Bourgeois guitar where I was sitting, and
a few gathered around. After a bit, Courtney went and got her guitar, and the pair held a group
of us spellbound until late.
If you’re at all inclined, if you’re a fan of American acoustic music, keep track of when she’s
going to be anywhere near you. She’s certainly worth seeing, and hearing.
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Melody
By Lawrence Schenbeck | Issue 25

Onward and upward with our New Year’s survey of musical elements. Last time, we got a start
on rhythm, because any art form that moves through time must consider rhythm primary.
Yet in Western classical music, pitch is usually awarded pride of place. Westerners have done
pretty well with it. Purely melodic constructions in Euro-American “serious” music lack the
complexity found in, say, Indian music, with its long tradition of improvisations on raga or
mēḷakarta. But in our own brief history we did create—besides melodies—harmony and
counterpoint, two pitch-centric techniques largely absent elsewhere.
Pitches also seem to be prime carriers of emotional rhetoric. The range and specificity of
feelings that come with a pitch sequence are arguably wider than those that come with
rhythms.
In these thousand words I’ll explore how melodies are constructed, while mentioning harmony
and glancing toward emotion. It’s a tall order. We may ignore a few hundred details. Let’s
begin with Beethoven’s Greatest Hit, as delivered sensitively by Alfred Brendel:
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In terms of structure, Für Elise scores high on the Simple and Repetitive scales. That’s why it’s
popular; check out any song in the Billboard Hot 100 to confirm this principle. It begins with
one crucial, ear-wormy ingredient, a pair of oscillating pitches (o.p.’s) rounded off with
repeated ascending broken chords (b.c.’s), leading to a repeat of the entire phrase (o.p.’s plus
b.c.’s)—call it all “A.” That much—from first o.p. to last b.c.—is immediately repeated (so, A
again). For a moment Beethoven switches up with little b.c. variations, and then. . . . back to
the o.p.’s. This is the B-to-A half of the piece, which is—you guessed it—immediately repeated,
resulting in a form of AA BA BA. Perfect for ringtones.
Is a profound emotional association in there somewhere? No. Beethoven himself called it a
Bagatelle, i.e., a trifle. For deeper emotion, try this (Brendel again):
But wait, where’s the melody? It’s certainly not present in the first 23 seconds. That’s just the
accompaniment, consisting of a repeated b.c. plus an equally placid, hypnotic bass line. As the
music goes on, bass and b.c. subtly change, together, to produce harmonic flow. This is what
people remember. The “melody” begins about 24 seconds into the movement, with a repeated
single pitch. Eventually, Beethoven arranges five whole pitches artlessly (i.e., with extreme
care) in sequence. You don’t pay much attention to them, because the first few seconds have
already established a mood. This time it is profound, encompassing sadness, longing, and loss.
Anything simple or repetitive in this is expertly offset by unconventional treatment. Few
Classic-era piano sonatas begin this way: not quickly with fanfare, but slowly, with only the
barest attempt at melodic action. We cannot for an instant dismiss it as a trifle. Again and
again during his career, Beethoven proved that “melody” is not an issue; it’s how you work
with it.
When other good composers practiced the economies of the “Moonlight” Sonata, they also
produced superior music and avoided Ringtone Syndrome. Here is Chopin’s famous E-minor
Prélude (Ingrid Fliter, pianist), which relies on a harmonic progression delivered in placid,
unchanging 8th-note rhythms under an almost non-existent melody:
Don’t get me wrong. It’s not that good composers ignore melody. It’s that they prefer to
subvert, extend, or otherwise modify the formulae. Listen to the first few bars of Mozart’s Cminor Piano Sonata, K457 (from Mitsuko Uchida):
How many melodies in there, fans? Let’s enumerate: (1) dramatically ascending b.c., brusque,
demanding; (2) immediately met with a fluttery, downward-swooping treble response; (3)
followed by that dramatically ascending b.c., now in the dominant; (4) return of the fluttery,
etc. etc.; (5) all giving way to a driving murky-bass accompaniment and right-hand “melody” of
mournfully interlaced, irregularly descending chromatic lines. That’s just the first 16 seconds.
Mozart uses these abrupt thematic switches to create a miniature drama, a fast-moving
dialogue.
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If dialogue is possible, then so is soliloquy. Berlioz manages a whole series of them based on a
single theme, the idée fixe of his Symphonie fantastique. Here’s how we first encounter it
(Daniel Harding conducts):
This lengthy, complex melody begins with another version of the ascending b.c., by which it
gains height and gathers energy. Then it stalls, falling slowly downward, step by step. Another
try, on the dominant, reaches greater heights before stalling. The stall-and-fall fragment
repeats at successively higher pitches, eventually producing a climax, then a final downward
fall.
Thus does Berlioz depict his autobiographical protagonist’s unfulfilled longing. Whereas Berlioz
used a term from contemporary psychology connoting obsession, this theme’s musical
rhetoric—its “sigh” motives and more—goes back to the 17th century. The point was to
communicate a specific feeling through melody. It still works; even 21st-century listeners get
it.
I could cite further examples. Another thousand words might introduce Brahms properly: he
adopted Beethoven’s minimalist strategy, proving again that the simpler the material, the more
you can do with it. Or we could explore Tchaikovsky’s endless flirtations with, and narrow
escapes from, the Simple and Repetitive. In his negotiations with popularity, he avoided
Ringtone Syndrome by crafting tunes both shapely and memorable. People got melodies they
could take to heart without fear of earworms:
(as shaped by Mikhail Pletnev!) Are these tunes’ emotional content as specific as Berlioz’s? As
Shostakovich’s (see below)? Perhaps not, and that’s also a key to their relative popularity.
Listeners can project personal emotion into them with far greater ease.
We’ll come back to Brahms and Tchaikovsky. Meanwhile, two recent recordings offer veritable
master classes in melody. First is cellist Natalie Clein’s set of Suites for Solo Cello by Bloch,
Dallapiccola, and Ligeti. Late in life, Ernest Bloch (1880–1959) wrote three unaccompanied
suites for Zara Nelsova, with whom he had earlier recorded Schelomo and Three Pieces from
Jewish Life. The suites owe something to Bach but a lot more to Bloch, who steadfastly
“proclaimed the primacy of melody in his creative thinking.” (New Grove 1980, italics added)
Here Bloch anchors a series of three-note statements with single bass-note “accompaniment,”
gradually allowing the embryonic melody to expand in length, range, and intensity.
In the First Suite’s third movement, “Canzona,” Bloch heads for the instrument’s high register,
offering a finely spun melody in which low-register anchor notes drop after the melodic
statements:
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Clein has a big, warm sound, and she’s not afraid to use it. Even Dallapiccola’s difficult 1945
Ciaccona, Intermezzo e Adagio, which reflects the harrowing war years in Italy, emerges as
pure music. A fervent anti-fascist, he expressed his love of freedom in part by adopting
Schoenberg’s 12-tone method. The results remain passionately human. The second movement
is subtitled Allegro con espressione drastica:
And so to our second master class, Shostakovich Violin Concertos from Frank Peter
Zimmermann, Alan Gilbert conducting the NDR Elbphilharmonie. I found the keening lines of
No. 1’s first-movement “Nocturne” particularly moving:
In 1948, as Shostakovich was finishing this work, he found himself back on a government
blacklist, his music considered too “formalistic” for good Russian ears. You can hear the
composer’s anguish at having to bear—again—the loss of his public voice at a time when he
had so much to say; this concerto waited seven years for its first performance. Throughout the
recording, members of the orchestra add exquisite counterpoint, intensifying the music’s
impact. It’s also superbly recorded, as is Clein’s collection.
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A Brief History of Life, The Universe, and
Everything
By Richard Murison | Issue 25

Episode IV – A New Hope.
I don’t know of anybody who has successfully made the transition from CDs to computer-based
audio, and abandoned it to go back to CDs again. Once your music collection is safely tucked
away on Hard Disk, the ability to navigate through it, to prepare playlists and collections, to
browse intelligently – even to control it remotely using a mobile device such as an iPad or an
iPhone – massively enriches the experience. Even with a relatively mundane piece of software
such as iTunes.
My friend ‘Richard H’ has something exceeding 3,000 CDs in his collection. They live in a
selection of shelving units and cupboards that dot his listening room. Normally, Richard knows
pretty much which CDs sit on which shelf, but occasionally some are hard to track down
(particularly if I’m the person who last put it away…). Extracting full value from that collection
involves not only remembering everything you ever bought, and knowing exactly where each
CD can be found, but also having a good memory for what tracks are on every one of those
disks. I’m sure many of you will identify with that. It’s what we’ve all gotten used to.
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More alarmingly, my sister Barbara once worked for a NPR radio station, WKSU, which is one
of the biggest classical music stations in the world. Their music collection comprises TENS OF
THOUSANDS of disks, and their ability to function as a station relies to a great degree on a
small number of individuals who work there knowing how to find every last piece of music in
the collection. It is a nightmare of a task, and I have no idea how they can make it work. The
thing is, with classical music, how do you organize a library of thousands of CDs with the sole
assistance of a BIG shelving unit? Do you do it by composer, by musical style, by period, by
performer, by record label … or do you just stack ’em up in the order you bought ’em? There is
no obvious optimum solution. Particularly since, with classical music, a single CD can contain
works by different composers, in different musical styles, of different periods, by different
performers, and so forth.
Now, if only you could rip those CD libraries into collections of computer files there is an
immediate, and very obvious solution. All that information is just data, and computers handle
data very, very well. The challenge, therefore, is to get all that valuable data off the discs and
into the computer. But this is where the problems start – because the data isn’t actually on the
CDs in the first place.
All of the information that describes or pertains to the music on a CD is termed “metadata”. It
is delivered to the customer on the jewel case artwork, and in the enclosed booklet – but none
of it is encoded on the disk itself. Back when the CD format was devised nearly 40 years ago,
the concept of wanting to extract such information from the disk did not occur to anyone, and
so nobody thought to standardize any method for putting it there. Then, in the mid-1990’s,
following the emergence of the Personal Computer and the CD-ROM, when a method for
combining audio and data onto the same disc was devised, there was no interest within the
industry in establishing a standard for using it to store metadata. So it never happened.
What did happen was what always happens when an arrogant industry fails to address the
needs of their customers – clever geeks step in and engineer a solution of their own. In this
case it was called MP3. Techies realized that they could actually play their music on their
computers, if only they could get the music in there in the first place. The trouble was, music
files were so darned HUGE that you couldn’t fit many on the size of hard drives that were
available at the time. It is easy to forget that back in those days the capacity of a CD
comfortably exceeded the capacity of most computer hard drives – my own first CD-ROM drive
came on a PC with a 60MB Hard Disk (that’s MB, not GB!). It was necessary to do something
to get the size of the files down, and that something was the MP3 format.
Using MP3 it soon became possible to collect a fair-sized number of music files on your
computer and play them using some custom software (who remembers Winamp?). Of course, if
you wanted to be able to properly manage the new music collection on your computer – or even
just identify which tracks were which – you were going to need some of that “metadata” that I
described. So in 1996 a geek named Eric Kemp developed the ID3 metadata tagging system,
which was a way to embed metadata into the same files that contained the music. MP3 became
a file format that would store not only the music, but also the information that describes the
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music. It was a revolutionary development, one to which the music industry responded with
various enlightened approaches including refusing to accept it, pretending it didn’t exist, and
trying to ban it.
With the music industry standing off to one side with its head in the sand, the next thing the
geeks did was to come up with huge on-line databases which “cloud-sourced” (as we would
describe the activity today) all of this metadata, along with interfaces that individual users
could use to interact with it. Users could insert a CD into their computer and rip the audio
data to a set of MP3 files. Then, software would analyze the CD, and by interrogating the
databases it would identify it, locate all of its metadata, and – bingo! – automatically insert it
into the resultant audio files as part of the ripping process. If it couldn’t identify the CD, you
would enter the data manually, and the software would upload it to the database so the next
person to rip that CD would be able to use it. It was a revolution that happened without the
participation – or even the support – of the industry.
The new millennium marked the “end of the beginning” (if I may channel Churchill), when
Hard Disks became widely available that were big enough to hold the contents of a large
number of CDs, and in response the geeks started developing alternative formats to MP3 which
could store the music in its original (i.e. lossless) form – the FLAC file format is by far the most
popular – thereby preserving intact all of the musical information. These new formats would
also support the new high definition audio standards that were emerging at the same time.
And the audio hardware industry – unlike the music industry – would enthusiastically leap on
board with new products to allow users to integrate these new developments into their music
systems. And they would do so at all levels of the quality spectrum. Today, if you wish to do
so, you can download music in the DSD256 format, where individual tracks can consume an
incredible 1GB of disk space!
Thus, driven by an enthusiastic, responsive, and customer-centric audio hardware industry, the
computer-based audio paradigm reached its first level of practical maturity. The record
industry at first refused staunchly to participate, but could not afford to ignore it indefinitely.
But by the time they finally got on board with downloading as a legitimate mainstream sales &
marketing channel, they could no longer hope to drive – or even, frankly, influence – its de
facto standards, which continue to evolve pretty much independently, for better or for worse.
It is also why, at some point in time, Apple will step in and eat their lunch, and their supper,
and will even clear out their wine cellars. Yes, you read it here! But for the time being, we
consumers have gotten way too comfortable with the notion that we control our own destiny,
where in fact we are ripe for a major shake-up.
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Live, From the Fox Theatre….
By Duncan Taylor | Issue 25

The setting
Jaden Carlson Band – Fox Theatre – 11/30/2016 by Jaden Carlson BandBoulder’s Fox Theatre
holds about 550, and has kind of a big nightclub feel to it. Several side tiers are laid out for
concertgoers to watch from a few angles, but most of the action is on the gently sloped floor.
Light shows at the Fox are impressive, and, in line with the nightclub feel to the place, the
sound is very clubby. For example in the waveform I recorded you see 50Hz for days applied to
the kick drum. This is super low, as most kick drums I’ve recorded naturally put out 100Hz or
close to it, but as you might surmise 50Hz happens to be about the favorite frequency of all
subwoofers. The subs in the Fox will flutter your clothing if you stand too close to the stage.
And getting a 50Hz kick in the pants every time the bass drum is used is at least worth the
price of admission.
The house PA line array used sounds clear and has good transient reproduction, and despite
the somewhat boomy room in general, almost every band I’ve seen there has sounded damn
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near fantastic.

The options
40 feet back from the main speakers is the rear-of-house sound mixing board and light board. I
arrived early to the show with the intention of negotiating some kind of mix with a delay
applied, so that I could mix it with a pair of microphones I had brought. After speaking with the
house sound engineer, I discovered that the only mix I could be provided could be delayed, but
it would be the mix sent to the house PA speakers, or the “matrix” mix. The problem I had with
this was that I know when recording live you work with the sound you have, and the PA
reinforces the sound instead of being a perfect representation of it. I had a feeling that Jaden’s
amplifier — a custom Fuchs amplifier by one of her sponsors, Andy Fuchs — would be underrepresented, for one thing. This Ferrari red amplifier and speaker stack has gained a
reputation among live sound engineers for being able to loosen a semi trailer buried in a
Peruvian mudslide. I heard a story that it once singlehandedly diverted an F-3 tornado in the
middle of Kansas.

You can see Jaden’s custom Harper guitar at work here, held up by her custom Buffalo Guitar Strap. Jaden is
endorsed by Fuchs Audio and Technology, Buffalo Guitar Straps, Harper Guitars, Zexcoil Pickups, DR Strings,
Mad Professor Pedals, Volition Amps, Blueberry Guitars, Eminence Speakers, Hercules Guitar Stands, and
Santa Cruz Guitars. Photo credit: Kontagium Productions.
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Anyway, I’m getting off on a tangent. I listened to the mix they could give me and it was
terrible. I think I was actually a bit relieved because if we picked a certain delay based on the
distance and conditions at the time of sound check, those conditions might change as the
crowd filled in. Breath, lots of it used by shouting and in support of “the dance,” would
contribute moisture to the air that would affect the speed of the sound waves. Temperature
would also play a role. I didn’t want a recording that sounded great at the beginning but
terrible by the end of the show.
I went with two mics for this recording. I was behind the sound board, about 46 feet from the
speakers, and placed two figure-8 microphones about 9 feet above the board area. I like
recording with two figure-8 mics facing both dead ahead and at various distances apart. The
“Faulkner Array” places them 20cm apart, which is roughly what I did for this show. The nulls
of the polar patterns of the mics face the sides of the sides of the venue and help reduce
ambient noise, making a distant recording sound more immediate. The location of the mics was
just okay, but it was all that was allowed. Four feet behind and above the microphones was a
balcony wall, which I was not fond of, but it did look like treatments were done to mitigate its
reflection back onto the sound mixing area.

The music
The Jaden Carlson Band has always been flexible. Like the New England Patriots, they can
adjust their approach to work with whomever they encounter. I remember on my wedding day
the band not asking which songs I’d like them to play, but how exactly I’d like to hear what
they had rehearsed and prepared specifically for the occasion. “We can do radio style, or we
can go total jam and make them twenty minutes long,” drummer Will Trask told me at the time.
Right there I think is a mark of serious musicianship.
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Jaden had two synths in front of her for this show. The microphone at the far right of the photo was for the
saxophone player on the final tune. Photo credit: Kontagium Productions.

I still find this to be the case with the band. Having seen the group perhaps 10 times in the last
4 years, I can attest that Jaden plays a little differently every single time she steps on stage. I’m
not well-versed enough to identify the influences in her current soloing sound, but it’s filled
with triplets and a few more arpeggios than I recall before. Whatever the method, her soloing
has always been almost purely melodic, and I really appreciate the difficulty of that. I think
guitar players among you might, as well — it’s easy to rest on licks you’ve got stored up and
much more difficult to just express yourself.
I was surprised to even hear a subtle change in her guitar technique given that all she has
talked about and published for the last year and a half has been keyboard and synth-heavy
techno music, which is her latest new creative outlet. She’s progressed enough in that period
that she’s now playing both guitar and keyboards at all of her shows.
Aided here and there by two very accomplished keyboardists, she has otherwise taught herself
how to play keyboards from scratch. She started by programming beats and putting synth pads
over top of them, then started learning piano theory in earnest, then returned to programming,
then moved to synths and is now taking them apart. Search on Soundcloud for “Preliminary
Malfunction,” her techno moniker, to see what she’s doing over there.
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The kid rarely looks at her hands. Photo credit: Kontagium Productions.

The highlights
The first track, as with much live music, is an opportunity for the house sound engineer to
tweak his decisions to make everything sound a bit better. I think the organ sounded a little
weak at the beginning, but seemed to improve a little as the song went on.
There is some resonance in the recording at 160Hz from a combination of the way the bass was
reinforced and the room dimensions. The weak spot in this recording is the bass instrument,
which I think was poorly miked and equalized to begin with. I found that if I attacked the
160Hz with EQ it took a lot of life out of the rest of the recording. C’est la vie! It does get
better after the first couple of tracks, I think. Remember that I am recording what two other
engineers were mixing.
“Move On Up” is a gem, and if you don’t get into the first track you should start with this one.
There is a memorable moment at 8:46 after Jaden’s synth breakdown later in the song where
the band comes back in, half-time, before returning to the theme. There’s an attitude snarl to
that turn after the buildup that just gets me.
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Drummer Eric Imbrosciano, left, and bassist Chris Hunnicutt provide the foundation to the sound. Chris tends
to draw outside the lines when he solos, and it’s an interesting addition to Jaden’s otherwise tight and
choreographed approach. Photo credit: Kontagium Productions.

Jaden told me before the show that she and the band had “Snarky Puppy-ized” many of the
older tunes that she had composed with her trio. Track four, “Backwards Kick” is an example of
this I suppose. Chris Hunnicutt’s wandering funky lines and his occasional 16th-note rhythmic
picking thing really take this in a new direction. The tempo breakdown at 4:33 showcases
Jaden’s touch with slow phrasing. Pay attention to the character of her tones — all is
intentional.
“Past Times” has a very nice Jaden solo toward the end of it. At 3:40 is her keyboardist Adam
Revell, who also has a great soloing voice. Jaden comes in with her take at 5:13, and while the
whole song is good you could just jump here and really get the gist of what she’s doing.
“Dataless” is one where the instruments do a little more singing. I am partial to instrumental
music to begin with, and happy to hear Jaden still creating pure instrumentals. This is also the
first opportunity to hear her transition from guitar lead to synth lead in the middle of a solo.
Adam has another nice run at 1:30. She gets going at 2:35 on guitar and flips to synth at 3:42
along with a key change. Not bad for someone who learned how to play piano over the last year
and a half!
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“Crazy,” which is a cover of the band Gnarlz Barkley, is the only song in which Jaden isn’t
playing guitar. In this one she’s playing rhythm keyboards and works up an impromptu duet
with guest guitarist Justin Neely at the end.
Track 8: at 3:38, “Take It Away” goes straight fusion. The result is impressive! I really love the
way they folded that bridge into an otherwise non-fusion sounding song.
“Nameless” is another good opportunity to hear both guitar and synth. This is one of my
favorite songs from the group because it goes in so many directions. But at 3:55 hell breaks
loose in the form of Jaden’s synth lead. Pay attention to the vibrato use… she crafts a
dimensional sound, which is rare this early in someone’s playing of an instrument.
Who doesn’t like some James Brown in their life? The stage filled for Jaden Carlson Band’s last
tune, “Ain’t It Funky Now,” and there are good moments and some nice saxophone soling
therein.

Adam Revell provided a counterpoint to Jaden’s solo voice at times, allowing Jaden to jump on rhythm synth or
backing guitar. At other points, Adam supplied a bed of warbling B3 organ or a rippling piano arpeggio to help
frame Jaden’s melodic solos. Photo credit: Kontagium Productions.
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Wrapping up
To not appear too biased about the quality of the show, I will offer that I’ve witnessed better
vocal performances from her, and on at least one song I think she’s hit certain phrases harder
in the past. I think the addition of the synths and the need to queue up the next sound took
some of her attention, and she’s still getting used to that dimension. But, for a huge moment on
a big stage with all new takes and some new songs, a new direction and a whole new band, I
can’t imagine a better performance from our local guitar hero. The fact that she’s 15 and is
directing and composing music for the adults in her band and in the audience, well… she is
special.
I dragged PS Audio’s new products engineer Darren Myers to the show, and he dragged a
former coworker from B&W/Classe to watch as well. Here is what Darren has to say about
Jaden and the evening:
“The Jaden Carlson Band blew me away with their impressive ability to improvise while
keeping the sound cohesive and groovy. Jaden’s guitar playing has the technical grit of Jake
Cinninger with interesting runs that at times hint at something Trey Anastasio would play.
Duncan’s recording captures the sound of that night accurately while cleaning up some of the
peaking bottom end that was present at that venue. This recording is a must listen for rock
fans!”
If you like what this Colorado girl is doing, I urge you to explore more of what the band has
recorded and published. Head to Jaden Carlson Band’s Bandcamp page to listen to a few things
and download the high resolution 96KHz/24Bit FLAC files of this concert. If you’re interested in
a physical CD of Polychromatic, send Jaden’s mom Kelly a note via email to
Kelly@jadencarlsonband.com. Be sure to include your mailing address. Then, send $10 via
PayPal to the same address (Kelly@jadencarlsonband.com) and Kelly will package and ship out
a CD right away. And don’t forget about YouTube! Jaden’s all over it, though I think more live
show video exists on the band’s Facebook page than anywhere else.
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Quads: 60 Years Young
By Bill Leebens | Issue 25

For at least as long as I’ve been aware of the original Quad electrostatic loudspeaker— close to
50 years now— there have been folks who have tried to improve those speakers.
The targets for improvement have been:
-Greater bass extension and impact;
-Broader dispersion, allowing more than one listener in the “sweet spot”;
-Greater treble extension.
The most famous of all “Quad mods” sought to improve all three aspects: Mark Levinson’s HQD
System. For those not around back in the day, the Initials HQD stood for Hartley Quad Decca.
Levinson—still the man, not a corporate entity—designed a frame that would hold stacked
Quads for greater SPL and a larger sound-source, then inserted the Stanley Kelly-designed
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Decca ribbon tweeter between the two Quads on each side, crossing over at 7 kHz, the
frequency above which the Quad treble panels really stated to beam. Separate woofer
enclosures utilized the milky-white 24″ Hartley woofers, perhaps not the ultimate in controlled
bass or the best match for the Quads, but they were big and impressive and scarce. Levinson
matched all the speakers with his electronics (surprise!): the ML-2 Class-A monoblock amps,
designed by John Curl, 25 watts that would drive almost anything. There were also custom
electronic crossovers and a Levinson pre. The whole shebang ran about $26,000 in 1984, and
left Stereophile‘s J. Gordon Holt thoroughly unimpressed.
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[Sidebar rant: the $26,000 cost of the HQD system in 1984 was viewed by JGH as horrificallyexpensive and of interest to only a few of his readers. In 2017 bucks—that’s this week, who
knows about next week—that price translates to about $60,000 today. And given today’s prices,
it’s hard to conceive of that much hardware only costing $60,000. Hell, for many high-end
speaker brands these days, $60k is entry-level. What happened?? end of rant. ]
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in 1994, Chris Beeching wrote in Hi-Fi News about a number of Quad mods and variants:
stackers (like Levinson) included SME owner Alistair Robertson-Aikman; Russ Andrews in the
UK offered a beefed-up power supply; and in the US, John Koval’s Quad Mod was a new
crossover unit that some loved, some hated.
(After the ESL-63 appeared, a new generation of mods appeared. Most famous in the US was
the Crosby mod, which stiffened the ’63’s somewhat flexible frame, among other changes.
Oddly, almost no info on the Crosby mod can be found on the web. But the ’63 is outside the
scope of this article.)
Our old friend and Copper contributor Haden Boardman is one of the world’s foremost
authorities on vintage hi-fi gear. Here’s what he has to say about the Quad ELS-57, and Tim de
Paravicini’s direct-drive Quad mod:
“My early interest in hifi was initially read, rather than fully experienced, and my first ever
introduction to the written world of Hifi was an English 1969 Hi-Fi Year Book (incidentally a
very good year!) inherited from my Grandad Fred when I was aged 10. I read that book cover
to cover like 10,000 times. I studied every piece of hifi in it, and on the cover was QUAD.
“It was pretty clear from just the cover that QUAD was cool. As a company they have never
feared using a good out-of-house design consultant for aesthetic design, advertising and
literature (present corporate fathers IAG, take note).
“Which brings us to the original electrostatic. A speaker practical and petite as an electrostatic
speaker can be… Electronics-wise two bass panels flank a central mid/treble unit. The audio
transformer steps up the amplifiers output, and via its carefully worked out secondary loading
and ingeniously simple crossover loads the panels with high enough voltages for the physical
modulation of the air by the panel. The bias voltage is supplied by an early solid state extra
high tension (EHT) unit, really remarkable for the time. A wooden frame holds the ensemble,
with a metal grille front and rear, and dainty little feet.
“It was 9 or 10 years from the time when I read about the QUAD electrostatic to the time when
I actually heard one—and that was actually the later ESL63. Nonetheless, it completely
exceeded my expectations. Still a teen, I just had to have a set, and managed to find a pretty
messed-about-with pair of original ‘57s for the kind of money I could afford (£150 in about
1988).
“Neither side of the pair sounded that good, and disappointed was I.
“A conversation with a QUAD service engineer at the time was just amazing. He took the time
to fully explain aging in the panels and the drop in efficiency of the original EHT units, plus
how the panels were made, what mods had been done to them, etc. It cost me another few quid
for new EHT units, but then I had a working pair of electrostatic speakers.
“Mods are rather obvious and have been well covered: ditching the cutesy feet for a proper
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stand; removing the “wadding” from behind the midrange / treble panel. If your listening room
is isolated, and you aren’t plagued with rug rats or pets, removing the metal grilles makes a
goodly difference also. If you have house room and a suitable wallet, stacking them makes a lot
of sense. I heard a triple stack once, and that was pretty awesome.
“The best sounding set ever was when Tim de Paravicini was “told” by a certain smart ass
magazine editor that it would be impossible to direct drive the Quad panels direct off a tube
amp. Now, Tim, being Tim, [HA! —Ed.] already had the idea planned out in his head long
before the challenge was thrown down, and those lucky enough to visit the 1993 Hi-Fi News
show were given the treat of hearing an uninhibited electrostatic speaker. Devoid of its audio
transformer and driven directly from the anodes of a couple of PL519 tubes, glowing brightly
with 19,000 volts on each anode, 38,000 volts across the two. The power supply for the
amplifier was lethal, sadly making the chances of productions zero, even if the sound was to die
for [perhaps literally–Ed.].
“Tim’s rather unique driving style is famous. The two chassis were built in big “U” shaped
enclosures, and [while transporting the amps] Tim’s driving had thrown one of the large
chassis against the back seats of his car, bending one side of the “U” slightly inwards towards
the 38kV inside. (I’m exaggerating- it was just one side, a mere 19kV) This was not noticed
until… on initial powering up, the said few kV now had an easier path to ground, jumping
through the reduced gap from a ladder of 3 watt resistors acting as anode load (must of been
twenty per tube) and directly arcing to the chassis. One little 3 watt resistor took the brunt.
The resulting arc and current flow totally dissolved the resistor in the air, and resulted in a
permanent X-ray of yours truly in one of the bedroom walls of the then Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow!
“Oh to be young and foolish….
“I still have electrostatic speakers in the ‘family’ but my discovery of high SPL horn speakers
pushed the units out of my main listening spot. In standard trim, I find the speaker frustrating:
it’s so damn good. The bass plays deeper than anyone generally gives it credit, but freed up
from the usual cone resonances and tuned bass ports, the lack of bass “color” can be
underwhelming for some. But the reason they aren’t my ‘daily drivers’ is simply the lack of
SPL. They do some things and some genres better than any other speaker I know, and if you
are in a smaller room or really don’t listen at excessive levels, you are probably listing to the
best speaker in the world.
“Unlike conventional speakers, the panels fade and need to be rebuilt with age. This can make
a £150 set cost more like £800. When tracking a set down, budget on panel replacement before
you give yourself a shock!” [pun not intended, I trust–Ed.]
Today, 60 years after their introduction, the original Quad electrostatic loudspeakers still
provide business for a cottage industry of rebuilders and improvers. Instructions can be found
on the web for a number of standard tweaks like removing the dust-covers and the damping
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material; either one may shorten the lifespan of the speakers and make them more open to
prying fingers. Such modded Quads are not suitable to homes with cats, small children, or a lot
of dust.
Those in the field of Quad ESL restoration and/or improvement include True Sound,
ElectroStatic Solutions, and Quads Unlimited in the US; Sheldon Stokes, and Classique
Sounds/One Thing Audio in the UK. There are undoubtedly others in those countries, and I’ve
seen listings from specialists in Canada, Australia, and Germany.
Unlike many pieces of vintage gear, the ’57 still has a strong support community. Original units
will undoubtedly need attention, but there are plenty of choices in parts and repair options.
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In Praise of Domestic Tranquility
By B. Jan Montana | Issue 25

You’d think I had promoted Two Buck Chuck over Chateau Lafite Rothschild. Some of the lads
looked disappointed, others just looked downcast. The ambience went flat like Sunday
morning Champagne. Maybe I should have kept quiet.
“Really Montana, you prefer your stereo system over a live symphony orchestra?” Lepovski
blustered, “Do you actually believe your system sounds better? You can’t be serious!”
I didn’t say that my system sounds better. What I said was that I can get lost in the music
better at home than in the concert hall. That’s not the same thing. I’m aware the experiences
are different. So is attending a live ball game verses watching it on TV. The truth is, I see more
of the action on TV, and I feel more of the music at home. There are too many distractions in
the concert hall.
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Look, how many times have we been disturbed by other concert goers with their coughing,
kicking, sneezing, snickering, or those candies wrapped in 12 layers of cellophane? It takes 10
minutes because she’s trying so hard to do it quietly. Once it’s finally extricated, her girlfriend
asks for one, and the cycle repeats itself. None of that happens in my listening room.
At home, I always get the best seat in the house and it’s a comfortable recliner. That’s better
than a sticky, bolt-upright theater seat with no leg room and armrests which I have to share
with defensive ends.
Our conductor feels that it’s his duty to expose us to “new talent”, so before the audience gets
to hear what we paid for, we are subjected to the “World Premiere” of some discordant
cacophony created by a local music professor who became famous during his drug bust. The
fact that it was written in prison and “reflects life’s injustices” doesn’t mitigate our misery.
During the intermission, everyone hopes it’s the world’s “final performance” as well.
With a fine classical music collection, I can choose conductors and orchestras at will, and avoid
those performances that seek to “break new ground”. I have a shovel for that.
I can also choose the work that best suits — or modifies — my mood. And it can be done at the
moment the mood strikes me, not days or weeks later. Gratification delayed is gratification
denied.
My audio system will stop to accommodate my need for a restroom, fridge or bar. Conductors
aren’t nearly as considerate — even when I raise my hand!
My listening room doesn’t care how I dress, comport myself, or what sounds I make. It is
accessible without warming up the car, fighting downtown traffic, staking a parking spot, and
paying half as much as the concert ticket for it.
During a backstage tour of symphony hall recently, I suffered the ultimate insult. I discovered
that several sections of the orchestra are reinforced by a concealed PA system! Not a high-end
system as befits the venue, but commercial-grade speakers and generic, multi-channel amps!
No ionic tweeters, graphene-coated, Nano-Tec cones, single ended, class A amplifiers, or
elevated, cryogenically-treated, 8-gauge speaker cables — in other words, none of the
equipment fundamental to the absolute sound. It’s a wonder anyone enjoys “live” music
anymore! My gear at home is superior.
So yes, Lepovski, domestic audio is a compromise…but it allows me to get as lost in the music
as yogis get lost in meditation. That’s something I seldom experience in a concert hall.
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Vinyl: Vivid or Veiled?
By Jim Smith | Issue 25

You probably know that the vinyl LP is enjoying an incredible regeneration in interest. Not that
it was ever dead in many of the circles that I encounter. Quite the contrary, in fact.
Since a number of Copper’s readers might consider themselves vinylphiles, I thought it’d be a
good idea to make them angry with this article… NOT!
However, I do want to say a few things that might make some readers unhappy. So consider
this a thought piece.

Why I cringe
In my travels, attending and participating in shows, dealer events, and countless voicing
sessions, including those going back for over 35 years, I have yet to encounter a single
turntable that I thought was voiced as well as it could have been. That’s right, I’ve never heard
one that I thought was delivering all of the music!
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The bad news is that all of them could have been better. Some ‘tables needed just a bit of help
– and sadly, some required a lot. The good news is that — at least in recent times — typically,
it didn’t take much to effect an improvement. When I had the opportunity to experiment, it
always proved to be the case that I could make that vinyl-playing-rig sound better. And it often
didn’t take long to do it. Maybe that’s why I cringe when I see audiophiles claiming their
‘tables sound so good. They might sound OK, but are they playing at the level that they could?
Probably not.

Vinyl – Vivid or Veiled? – A Dozen Dilemmas
To be fair, who knows what our vinyl replay is really supposed to sound like? The truth is, none
of us have that information, and (with a few exceptions) that may include the mastering
engineer.
1) Most of us fancy ourselves as purists who wouldn’t sully our rigs with EQ – analog or
digital. I cannot recall many audiophiles answering YES to this question: “Would you use a fullrange equalizer in your system?” Yet every time we play an LP, the sound has gone through not
one, but two levels of EQ! First, the RIAA mastering curve is introduced to the LP itself, and
then we must play the LP back through a phono preamp stage that contains (hopefully) the
mirror image EQ to get us back to “flat” response.
This situation assumes precisely mirror-imaged curves (recording & playback), which, truth be
told, occurs less frequently than we might think. Different labels introduce slightly different
emphasis. Earlier, pre-RIAA recordings used their own “in-house” EQ curves (which is why
manufacturers such as Zanden offer a selection of EQ curves). So we have two levels of the
dreaded EQ, and they may not be accurately EQ’d for some of our recordings anyway.
2) Most audiophiles pay attention when they see an electronic design that has managed to
dispense with an extra gain stage, but for some reason, they give the additional – and relatively
high-gain – phono-stage a pass. Additionally, if we have moving-coil cartridges, then we may
opt to purchase a high-quality outboard phono-preamp. Same EQ question, same gain
required, only now we’ve introduced even more cables and connections into the equation.
Of course, this is totally against what we attest to – or have been led to – believe is best –
fewest gain stages, fewest connections & cables, but, hey, this is analog, so fuggedaboutit!
3) You never see mention of the varying eq in the high frequencies as you get further into the
center of the LP. In other words, cutting requirements may require a subtle (or sometimes
severe) change in high frequencies as the stylus gets nearer to the inner grooves.
4) Sadly, no engineering breakthroughs have occurred that significantly reduce inner groove
distortion – it’s simply a part of the vinyl LP package.
5) You do know that no two (same brand & model) phono cartridges sound the same, right?
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Question – is the one that you own the best of its breed? Have you compared it to other
cartridges of the same manufacturer and model number? Just asking… ☺
I remember going through a number of Decca London cartridges (back in the’70s) to find one
that didn’t sound too harsh, too thin, too bass heavy, mistracked less, and so on. The Deccas
were primarily known for two things – potentially awesome sound, and – unfortunately – total
inconsistency in sound, from cartridge to cartridge (but this was the same model – such as the
Mk. 5). I was a Decca dealer at the time, so I could hand-pick from our stock – but our clients?
Not so much.
Fortunately, today’s cartridges are far better, and much more consistent in performance. But
you do know they still don’t sound alike, right?
6) The varying thickness of LPs will mean that often you will not be playing your LPs at the
optimum SRA/VTA. Are you going to readjust for every record, or simply live with the resultant
degradation in sound.
I only know of one audiophile who has worked out a repeatable and fairly straightforward
technique to adjust SRA. Certainly there are more – I just haven’t met them. However, when
he changes cartridges, it’s a new game and he’ll have to log it all over again. Sheesh…
7) IMO, as someone who has made hundreds of master recordings (mostly for NPR broadcast)
– both 30 and 15 IPS analog as well as digital – when I hear an audiophile claim that analog LPs
deliver the music in true reference quality, it simply indicates that they have never heard a true
master tape (not a commercial copy) compared to the resulting commercial LP.
The tape master makes the LP sound broken – lacking in dynamics, tone, & presence. No
turntable at – any price – can bridge the inherent gap between the master tape and the
mastered LP. It is HUGE – and even that comparison assumes the use of a correctly set-up
turntable/phono-stage rig.
Now there is a growing group of audiophile who are paying big money for second generation –
often third or worse – copies of the master tapes. And they say that those copies are w-a-a-a-y
better than the corresponding LPs.
8) These days, anyone who is willing to go to the effort and expense of playing vinyl LPs should
have managed to properly execute the basic mechanical aspects of setting up their turntable.
And now, there are a number of useful tools that make the mechanical aspect of the task
achievable. When I a mention that I still encounter turntables that fall short, it’s rarely from
the mechanical set-up side – overhang, azimuth, etc. That’s good news indeed. The one
mechanical aspect that often can still be addressed is turntable isolation.
9) One more mechanical aspect that can sometimes be addressed would be the variable ratio of
moment of inertia of the counterweight and cartridge (when the option is available). This can
make a significant difference in dynamics.
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10) The areas that seem to consistently benefit from a bit more work are phono cartridge
loading, vertical tracking force, VTA/SRA, and anti-skate. I do NOT feel that gauges can get
this job done – you need to LISTEN to the effects of all of them. And they are inter-related – as
is room temperature (which is often ignored).
11) Finally, if the main system hasn’t been dialed in to “play the room” how can the vinyl lover
know if his/her adjustments are going in the right direction? This reminds me of RoomPlay
Reference clients who come here, and at some point, ask to hear their CD, because they
“know it”. IMO, they probably do NOT know it, but I try not to say that – at least not right
away.
12) Need I mention LP surface noise?

A finyl word
When a digital system is done right, or at least pretty well, the music can flow and pluck your
heartstrings. Although I love to listen to my vinyl, I haven’t in several years, preferring for a
number of reasons (mostly a lack of time) to pursue making my digital archives the medium of
choice.
Most of my clients assume – and often mention – that one reason the sound is so listenable is
that I am playing “Hi-Rez” digital, but no, it’s simply 16/44.1 material done with care. This
news usually comes as a big surprise to them. No one ever complains or expresses a desire to
hear vinyl. Maybe it’s just an unusually polite crowd, who knows?
All the above being said, I wish there weren’t this source divide, but it is very real. Fortunately,
it seems to be softening. And maybe it’s healthy, if it keeps us engaged.
It would be nice if some audiophiles would stop and think before declaring that their vinyl
playback is the superior/more accurate/higher resolution medium. Maybe it is for them (IF
they address the issues above), but these days, it’s not necessarily for others.
The current digital offerings are worth the effort of exploring now, if for no other reason than
archiving your beloved analog LPs. And yes, in some cases, better sound. There, I said it.
Note: This Copper article has been excerpted and edited from an article I wrote several years
ago for Chris Sommovigo’s The High Fidelity Report – now known as Simple Mag –
http://thehighfidelityreport.com/ You can also read Jim’s work at his
website. www.getbettersound.com
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Excess in Pursuit of Stereo is No Vice!
By Fred Schwartz | Issue 25

This is my second large stereo. Like its predecessor, it took a while to pull together; in this
case, about 2 years from the time I began my quest for another stereo to the system’s present
state.
During the start of that search, I complained to a New York stereo buddy that I was unable to
find a speaker that impressed me. He told me that he had attended a N.Y. audio show, and the
only room which impressed him was that of Anthony Gallo Acoustics.
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I tracked down a pair to audition and was immediately impressed by how big, loud and clean
these very small speakers sounded. They may be small, but they are rated to handle up to 350
watts per channel continuous.
The salesperson then asked if I wanted to hear the very large tower speakers they also had set
up. I listened and told him how well that had worked out for me because I much preferred the
sound coming from the small $2700 (at the time) Gallo Reference 3 speakers than I did from
the very large $40,000 tower speakers.
So I picked up my first pair of Gallo speakers and kept on going until I was satisfied.
Each of the preamp’s 5 channel outputs are split in 2 except for the rear channels.
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From left to right there are 2 Gallo Reference speakers for the left channel, and then 2 center
channel Gallos: one on either side of the 65 inch TV. To the right of the right-hand center
speaker there are 2 Gallo Refence speakers for the right channel. On either side of the couch is
a single side Gallo speaker for the rear channel and, as mentioned, that signal is not split.
Lined up in front of the T.V. are 4 self-powered subwoofers. All Gallos are driven full range and
the subs are crossed at 90Hz. Yes, there is a lot of bass energy.
The room is 16′ x 30′, with 8′ ceilings, and I sit about 14 feet from the speakers. Each of the 6
front speakers are raised up on 2 cinder blocks and their upward tilt has been negated. I had to
fit the stereo in with the furniture, not the other way around.
I use a Powersound processor and 8 Outlaw 200-watt monoblock amplifiers; I think they are an
awful lot of bang for the buck.The amps can be seen stacked 4 on each side sitting on the floor
between the speakers. I don’t always fire up every amp and every sub each time I listen.
Sound? My target sound was clearly not small and delicate, although I listen to small and light
pieces of music often enough.
It is at the big and loud end of the spectrum where this stereo shows off. Like a supercar
approaching its redline shift point, this stereo can be too much.That means that at any sane
sound pressure level, this stereo is relaxed and never strained. It is awe-inspiring just to listen
to big, powerful, beautiful music and let that sound just wash over you like a tidal wave It is
not for everyone but I love it, and I was aiming to achieve my idea of great sound, not anyone
else’s.
Excess in the pursuit of stereo is no vice!
Have a system you’d like Copper to share with the world? Send us pictures and text through
email here.
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Maroon Bells
By Paul McGowan | Issue 25

One of the most iconic Colorado spots for photographers to gather in the early morning hours
in fall, Maroon Bells near Aspen
Arca Swiss 4×5, Schneider 90mm
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